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In the UK, the default position is that every process involving fissile material
should have a Criticality Incident Detection and Alarm System (CIDAS), unless
a robust argument is made that such a system can be omitted. Implementation
has been inconsistent and inefficient. In practice decisions appear to be
subjective and there are different views and opinions. This paper argues two
opposing points of view and presents some simple ground rules.

1. Introduction
In the paper, as a thought experiment, two

In the UK, the default position is that every extreme positions will be proposed. A strong
process involving fissile material should have a argument will firstly be made for a range of
Criticality Incident Detection and Alarm plants to show that a CIDAS should always be
System (CIDAS), unless a robust argument is fitted, followed, secondly, by a strong argument,
made that such a system can be omitted. The for the same plants, that a CIDAS need never be

most commonly accepted criteria for CIDAS fitted!
omission, which are still in use in the UK, were The paper will conclude by presenting a set of
formulated in the 1960's. The criteria were simple rules that should be followed to aid the
derived after a thoughtM and intelligent decision about installing or omitting a CIDAS.

consideration of the issues, but the
implementation of the criteria by different
organisations over the years has led to 2. Background
inconsistency and inefficiency. In the past some All plant, which handles fissile material, must
plants have had a CIDAS fitted simply because be shown to be safe from Nuclear Criticality
no attempt was made to make an omission incidents.
argument, In these cases, it is a complicated Sound engineering principles are followed at
ALARP issue as to whether it is possible at a the design stage, which gives some inherent
later date to downgrade or even disconnect the safety to the plant. Sometimes devices are
CIDAS. needed to protect against maloperations that

In this paper, the many issues associated with could potentially lead to a criticality incident
CIDAS omission arguments will be discussed and operators have to take actions under certain
fully and some solid ground rules will be circumstances to give comprehensive and
suggested. Many opinions that have been robust assurance that the occurrence of
expressed over the years will be examined and a criticality is incredible.
comparison will be made of the British So, in summary, a Criticality Safety Case
approach to the American approach. The demonstrates the incredible nature of an event,
authors have experienced various approaches to taking controls, protection systems and safety
writing CIDAS omission arguments by several measures into account.
different organisations and have had lengthy Meeting the 'Double Contingency' principle
discussions with the UK Regulator. This criterion and/or the achievement of a quantified
experience means that the paper will present risk target are equivalent to the demonstrations
and discuss several different ideas and of safety to that given above.
approaches, giving both the advantages and However, regardless of the way the safety case
disadvantages of each approach. is framed, there is a remaining concern that,
There are criteria based on low dose following an incident which may occur because
consequences, but these are not discussed here. of a fault sequence that has not been anticipated,

that the plant should remain under control and
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that doses should be reduced as far as possible reactivity or of the intrusion of material unlikely
by rapid evacuation. to be present. Also, the assessor should not
In order to address this concern, Criticality countenance abnormal accumulations of
Incident Detection and Alarm Systems material well beyond those which could be
(CIDAS) are installed in plant dealing with expected in the natural order of events or within
fissile material. The alarm systems are used to a period in which the control failure is bound to
evacuate personnel from the plant in the event be revealed.
of a criticality incident. So, in summary, the safest case has to
Sometimes arguments can be and have often demonstrate that an incident is incredible when
been made to omit a CIDAS from a particular all the controls are in place and the CIDAS
area. Several sets of omission criteria that have omission argument as to demonstrate that an
been used are described below. In some incident is "not reasonably expected' when all
organisations, if a CIDAS omission argument the controls have failed.
cannot be made, extra shielding is added to
confine problematic doses to an area that is All plant, which handles fissile material, must
amenable to control. have a robust safety case based on zero or low

risk and defence-in-depth with regard to safety
3. The Criteria measures. With that in place, a decision has to

be made about which plants can be operated

3.1 Aspinall and Daniels (A&D) with a CIDAS omitted and which ones cannot.
How do we decide when we can omit a

The criteria that are accepted by the majority of CIDAS? We believe that Aspinall and Daniels
the UK nuclear industry were formulated by tried to differentiate between plants that would
Aspinall and Daniels in 1965'). Their paper be expected to move towards a critical situation
included a review of the custom and practice at if the controls were removed and plants that
the time with regard to CIDAS systems, a would be expected to remain safe by the nature
discussion of the philosophy of Criticality of the material and the process involved.
Incident Detection some recommendations and An illustration we give of the two types of plant
some proposals for criteria. Their report is can be seen by comparing the steering wheel of
written in a non-prescriptive way and the a truck and the flood barrier on the river
authors have rightly adopted a pragmatic Thames in London. If the driver of a truck on a
approach so that several alternative routes may cliff road stopped controlling the direction of
be followed. They say that the enquiry into the truck with the steering wheel, there would
when alarm systems should and should not be soon be an accident. If the flood barrier on the
fitted was the most elusive part of the review. river Thames were removed from service for six
They said that it was commonly believed that months, then it would not be reasonable to
there was a real need for guidance as to when a expect floods in London during that time.

CIDAS could be omitted, but that it was 3.2 The HSE SAPs
doubtful that general definitive rules to this end

could be fi-amed. Their intention was that the The UK regulator of nuclear plants is the
criterion should be flexible and be based on Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) of the
judgement. The criterion is: - Health and Safety Executive (HSE). The HSE

"Criticality detection and alarm systems shall produced a set of Safety Assessment Principles
be provided at all places where fissile material to be used by the NII in establishing whether a
may be used or stored unless it is confidently safety case is adequate.
judged that in the event of the failure of any or With regard to CIDAS they say: -

all of those criticality controls that rely on "Safety systems should be provided to deal with
human agency or on mechanical or electrical criticality incidents in line with the
devices, criticality would not be reasonably requirements of the principles presented above
expected having regard to the nature of the and they should be the primary defence against
particular operations andfacility concerned. such events. However, in many operating
They also say in support of the criterion that situations it is not possible to be confident that
having countenanced the failure of controls that all the potential criticality fault sequences have
further improbabilities should not be imported been foreseen and, therefore, that the safety
into the situation. For example, the assessor systems will be adequate. A CID system
should not countenance the deliberate and provides an additional layer of safety by
difficult manipulation of material into ingenious
but unnatural forms and shapes of extra
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causing prompt evacuation of personnel and b) Numerical valuefor reasonable expectation.
therefore limitation of consequential dose. The Safety Case demonstrates that an incident
Principle (P210): Adequate criticality incident is incredible. Probabilistic Risk Assessment can
detection (CID) systems should be provided at be used to quantify the frequency of a criticality
all places where fissile material is present, event and a value of 10-6 per year, say, is
unless an assessment shows that ... the predicted equivalent to 'incredibility'. When the A&D
frequency ofthe excursion is acceptably low criterion is being used, it would seem sensible

therefore to try to use PRA to demonstrate that
On the face of it this looks like a different a criticality event is 'not reasonably expected'
criterion to A&D. After all, there is no mention and to defirie an equivalent numerical target.
of failure of controls so the 'predicted Unfortunately the many attempts that have been
frequency' of the excursion could include made to do this have ended in failure and the
successful operation of safety measures and the conclusion was reached that the techniques of
criterion is suggesting that a numerical PRA are not compatible with Aspinall and
frequency should be predicted. Daniels. There are several reasons for this.
However, it is known that the NII think that the Firstly, PRA arguments are of necessity based

A&D approach is a valid one in principle and around and rely on components of the safety
can be considered to be broadly equivalent to case that can be given a numerical value. These
the SAPs Principle (P210). The NII would not components are often to do with the reliability
reject cases because they were not based on a of hardware systems. If the safety case is just
numerical calculation and they would look for a based on this type of component, and all the
judgement about the quantity and nature of the controls are then deemed to fail, the case
material and the nature of the process. For collapses and the indication is that criticality
example, in an area where there was a large would be expected. Many successful safety
inventory of fissile material and a lot of active cases are not quantified and do include factors
controls, particularly ones relying on human about the nature of the material that it is not
intervention then it would be likely in their necessary to quantify. Secondly, the usual way
view that a CIDAS could not be omitted. of performing PRA is to stop when the target

frequency has been reached. In reality the real
4. Implementation issues frequency of criticality may be slightly less than

the criterion or a lot less than the criterion. This
Implementation of the criterion in the UK has again means that when the failure of the
often resulted in disagreement and conflict, controls is assumed, the safety case collapses
inefficiency and inconsistency. It is usual in our and criticality looks likely.
experience that an assessor and a peer reviewer With regard to the numerical frequency that is
will not share the same opinion about whether a equivalent to 'unreasonable expectation', some
successful CIDAS omission case can be made. workers suggested a igure of 10" per year. No
The following issues have contributed to the consensus was reached on this, however, and
variation in opinion. suggestions from assessors varied widely.

a) Definition of Control. Some controls are c) Upstream plant. The controls in an upstream
clearly in place to help to prevent a criticality plant may have a significant affect on the safety
incident. There are other controls that are in of the area under consideration. The application
place to ensure that the process under of the A&D criterion must include a
consideration is carried out properly. For consideration of the controls in upstream plant;
example, in a fissile material dissolution but do the controls in that plant have to be
process it is important to know that that the assumed to have failed? Further, could it be
dissolution has been complete and the assumed that the presence of a CIDAS in an
undissolved residue is free from fissile material. upstream plant would protect the plant under
There would be a criticality control on the consideration from criticality?
fissile content of the residue using a direct
measurement. There would also be a d) Calibration. The guidance given by A&D
temperature control on the dissolver that would states that the failure should not be assumed to
be there to make sure that the temperature continue for a length of time beyond what is
needed for efficient dissolution was maintained. reasonable. Many instruments are calibrated or
The question would then arise as to whether the standardised at regular intervals and so it seems
latter control was a criticality control? unreasonable to assume that they are in a failed

state for a prolonged period. For example, if a
drum monitor is calibrated after every drum
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measurement, then is it acceptable to assume in our view, by assessors, approvers, peer
that only one drum could be incorrectly reviewers and regulators alike is to quickly
monitored? On the other hand, should the develop an almost instinctive feeling that a
calibration itself be assumed to have failed CIDAS is needed or can be omitted. Evidence is
because it relies on human agency? then quite naturally sought to bolster or

underpin the original 'gut feeling'. This has led
e) Reasonable duration. Many plants work a to omission arguments that are rigorously
shift system where the operators are replaced constructed using the A&D principles being
every eight hours, for example. When applying rejected by safety committees, peer reviewers
the A&D criterion it is often assumed that the and assessors. This point is continued below.
controls will only be failed for three shifts. This
length of time relates to our every day h) Lack of consistency. In our experience, it is
experience and our perception of multiple rare that a CIDAS omission argument is
failures to perform certain tasks. Is this accepted by all of the approvers, peer reviewers,
reasonable and would a slow deterioration of safety committees, independent nuclear
safety go unnoticed for longer? assessors and regulators that pass judgement on

it.
f) Magnitude offailure. This has proved to be Sometimes a CIDAS omission case is written
one of the most contentious points in making a strictly following the guidelines of Aspinall and
CIDAS Omission argument. The A&D Daniels but the reviewer still 'feels' that he
guidance says that all controls must be deemed would be much happier if a CIDAS system was
to have failed but that parameters that are the installed.
subject of these controls should not be assumed Sometimes, the reviewer is working to an
to attain values that are beyond what is alternative set of criteria that he personally feels
normally expected, taking into account the is valid.
nature of the material and the normal rate at On other occasions the reviewer agrees in
which it arises. To an extent, once the controls principle with A&D but feels that 'worst case
have been deemed to fail, there is an element of values' should be assumed for parameters.
judgement about how far a parameter should be Sometimes authors just repeat the 'safety case'
assumed to have varied following the failure. because they feel that to sanction the failure of
The values that could be assumed are: all the controls simultaneously is too onerous.

Typical levels Sometimes the arguments put forward have
Worst level ever seen nothing to do with the failure of controls but
Management process action levels rather are to do with the pessimism of the
Worst non-nal level in the Safety Case method used to demonstrate safety.
Worst foreseeable contingency level Sometimes the author will claim that operations
Worst iaginable level are so meticulously carried out and checked by

extremely conscientious and ighly trained

In our view the level that should normally be operators that they don't have to sanction the
chosen is the 'worst normal level in the Safety failure of those operations.
Case'. This level has been chosen in the safety We would like to point out that we have many
case to pessimistically bound all expected times been in the position of author and many
values, but will still comply with the spirit of times in the position of reviewer.

Aspinall & Daniels. The use of more optimistic 5. Comparison of UK and USA criteria.
values would need to be fully justified.

Obviously these are not parameters that are ANSI/ANS-8.3-1997" is the consensus
certain to get worse because the control has standard in the US that many regulators have
failed. An example would be the moisture adopted. In cases where the inventory of
content of plutonium oxide powder, which is "fissionable" material exceeds specified limits,
low because of the way it is produced and a Criticality Accident Alarm System (CAAS is
stored and not because it is monitored. required. Installation of an alarm implies a non-
Some assessors in the past have erroneously trivial risk of criticality. DOE 420.1 allows an
proposed that with all criticality controls failed exemption if it can be shown that a criticality
the worst imaginable parameter values should accident is incredible due to the physical form
be assumed. This is not in the spirit of Aspinall of the material or if the frequency is determined
& Daniels. to be less than 10-6 per year.

g) Subjective bias. The way that CIDAS This does not, at first glance, appear to be the
omission arguments are normally approached, same as the UK guidance.
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The omission argument in the US can be based 7. Extreme Position 2
on engineering judgement rather than a formal
PRA. This is in the same spirit as the A&D In this section we will adopt the position that a
guidance. CIDAS need never be installed.
The US Standard suggests that overall risk "Every plant must have a safety case that
should be evaluated. This not currently required demonstrates a sound engineering basis,
in the UK. defence in depth and a robust justified
The US policy allows for the physical form to assertion that a criticality event has a very low
be taken into account, which echoes the A&D frequency of occurrence. This means that all
guidance. plants are equally safe in theory. When a safety
The questions remaining are: - case is constructed, it is really the frequency of

• When all the caveats are included, how an event that is shown to be acceptable. The
different are the two methodologies? actual risk is not calculated although the

• Would the outcome be the same for assumption of a fatal dose does address risk to
identical plants in the UK and the US? an extent. The presence of a CIDAS is not

• Can a new safety measure be added in included in the demonstration of safety. It is not
either methodology to remove the need for referred to in the safety case. An acceptable
a CIDAS/CAAS? level of safety and an acceptably low frequency

• Could a new passive feature be added to is achieved without reference to the CIDAS.
remove the need for a CIDAS/CAAS? If we were going to calculate real risk saving,

• Is there as much disagreement in the US as we would have to
there is in the UK? a) Calculate a total yield that would result from

criticality in the specific system under

6. Extreme Position I consideration.
b) Determine the 'shape' of the excursion to see

In this section we will adopt the position that a if there is a single spike or repeated spikes and
CIDAS should always be installed. "The if there are repeated spikes, how far apart they
fundamental point is that the safety of the plant are in time.
must be demonstrated as a whole from c) Calculate the real frequency of criticality and
conception to implementation. There must be not just show that a target is achieved.
sound engineering and a robust deterministic d) Include an accurate location and shielding in
basis demonstrating defence-in-depth followed the dose calculation.
by an assessment probabilities and risk. Beyond e) Include the occupancy, the speed of
all that, if there is a criticality incident, we must evacuation and the path taken by the evacuees
know about it so that we can rapidly evacuate 0 Include the dose at the evacuation assembly

affected personnel to minimise the risk to them. point.
The CIDAS is an important part of the 'whole' g) Include in the calculation of risk the
safety case. likelihood of conditions necessary for criticality.
It is well known that many incidents and h) Include the reliability of the alarm system

potential near misses in the past have occurred itself
following sequences of events that had not been i) Include data on accidents arising from 'False

foreseen until they happened. One event in the Alarms'
UK resulted fom the presence of solvent in a j) Include resulting non-criticality related
vessel where it had not been expected and accident risk.
another resulted from the fact that plutonium It is unlikely that these calculations would be
nitrate solution fon-ned a solid accumulation undertaken and so the real risk saving, if any,
when it leaked from an evaporator vessel. We will never be known.
must guard against the unforeseen fault It is well known tat criticality incidents can
sequences and include a CIDAS as a final have a range of characteristics, including an
backstop to guard against them. A large number initial fission spike, a plateau of constant fission
of plants contain many critical masses and it is generation, repeating fission spikes or some
only carefully maintaining a specific combination of these. A CIDAS would not
configuration that prevents criticality. This is protect personnel from a single spike. A CIDAS
further evidence that it is only administrative would only save lives if the spike was not lethal,
procedures that are keeping the plant safe. but subsequent dose accumulation was lethal.
Moreover, consideration should be given to This narrows down the range of incidents that
adding shielding around those areas where there might be mitigated by a CIDAS.
is the highest likelihood of a criticality incident" It is not a requirement that personnel should be

behind shielding when they carry out tasks and
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the implication of this underpins the fact that f) Assume failure has gone on for three shifts
robust safety case is sufficient. Combining this g) Don't assume that an upstream CIDAS offers
fact with a single spike incident means that the protection but don't assume that upstream
maximum individual dose would not be reduced controls are completely absent.
by the evacuation. h) Try to construct a model that would result
Extra risk saving is supposed to be judged from the failure of the criticality controls.
against the ALARP Principle. This principle i) If this model is safely subcritical you have
states that risks should be As Low As achieved success
Reasonably Practicable and to comply with it, j) Make a judgement as to whether this is the
the risk saved by a measure, must be shown to type of plant that would move rapidly towards a
outweigh the cost of the measure. It follows critical configuration if the criticality controls
from the fact that no attempt is made to were removed.
calculate the risk saved that the installation of a k) Be extra cautious if there is a large fissile
CIDAS cannot be shown to meet the ALARP inventory and/or lots of operational control.
principle. The US Standard, by the way, 1) If there are no criticality controls; by
implies that overall risk should be reduced but definition a CIDAS will not be required.
again if the overall risk is not calculated or not in) Judge whether a CIDAS can be omitted.
calculated properly then how can a decision be
made? 8. Conclusions

In summary, The history of CIDAS omission arguments has
• Plants are shown to be adequately safe and been characterised, over many years, by

to meet low frequency targets. disagreement between authors and reviewers.
• Modem safety cases have pretty well got This has led to prolonged debate, extra human

all possible fault sequences covered. resource usage and delayed implementation.
• The frequency of criticality is probably a The ideal situation would be to have a national

lot less than quoted because most safety consensus on the formulation of CIDAS
cases contain a great deal of pessimism in omission criteria. Once this was in place,
the model. training could be given to all personnel

• This means that potentially the CIDAS is intending to author or review CIDAS omission
moving the risk from 'negligible' to cases. Only personnel who had been through
,extremely negligible'. the training would then be accredited to author

• The risk saving is not quantified and it or review cases.
would be very difficult to quantify it as Clearly this process would be managed by the
there are many factors influencing it. UK ndustry criticality forum with a significant

• A CIDAS would only reduce risk from input from the regulator.

dose in a narrow band of incidents where
there was frequent occupancy, little References

shielding, efficient evacuation and where 1) K.J.Aspinall and J.T.Daniels "Review of
the fission yield curve was such that the UKAEA Criticality Detection and Alarm
initial spike dose would not be fatal but the Systems 1963/64 Part 1: Provisions and Design
accumulated dose would be fatal. Principles, also Amendment of Proposals

For all these reasons it is clear that a CIDAS concerning Plutonium Systems, AHSB(S) R92,
can always be omitted and maloperations 1965.

detected in other less rigorous ways." 2) ANSI/ANS-8.3-1997 American National

8. Ground Rules For Successful Argument. Standard: Criticality Accident Alarm System
May 1997.

a) The CIDAS omission argument must start
with the safety case.
b) For each area the controls are identified.
These are the key criticality controls identified
and criticality controls arising from a
consideration of the ALARP principle.
c) Assume that these controls have failed.
d) Yes, You really do have to assume all the
controls have failed!
e) Allow other parameters to attain the worst
normal values quoted in the safety case.
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